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Introduction

While the modern violin was designed in Italy around 1550, the violin—also
known as the fiddle—became popular in Scotland and Ireland in the seventeenth century
(Boyden 2001; White 2001). Concurrently, the fiddle traveled to North America (Library
of Congress n.d.c). Although the instrument arrived in the British Isles and North
America at the same point in history, distinct styles emerged from within each region. In
this paper, I will highlight the similarities and differences between the Irish, Scottish,
Cape Breton, Appalachian, and bluegrass fiddling traditions. Additionally, I will explain
the performance practices necessary for obtaining an authentic sound as they apply to the
tunes I chose for the recording portion of my project, which include “Pigeon on the
Gate,” “Morrison’s Jig,” “The Rights of Man,” “Niel Gow’s Wife,” “Dusky Meadow,”
“Blackberry Blossom,” “Wheel Hoss,” “Wild Fiddler’s Rag,” “Dreamer’s Waltz,”
“Arkansas Traveler,” and “8th of January.”
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Chapter 1
Ireland

Prior to the arrival of the modern day violin, Ireland already had a rich,
burgeoning musical heritage. Missionaries in the fifth century introduced Christian
religious music to the region, and Viking settlers and invaders brought Scandinavian
music with them in the ninth century. In the twelfth century, Norman invaders came upon
an Irish harp, a distinct instrument native to the island that remained the region’s most
prominent instrument until the seventeenth century. During the Middle Ages, the
Normans introduced dance songs to the Irish repertoire. Other common instruments of
this period included the tiompán (a small string instrument), fidlí (early fiddles), cuislí
(mouth-blown pipes), píopaí (mouth-blown bagpipes), and the Jew’s harp. Lutes were
common as well, and the earliest known notation of an Irish melody comes from a lute
book from the late 1700s (White 2001).
As the aristocratic Gaelic society declined in the seventeenth century, the
performers and patrons of traditional music transitioned to the middle and lower classes.
English became the primary language in songs and ballads as English and Englishspeaking settlers migrated in large numbers. With the decline of the court came the
decline of the harp and the cuislí, and the modern violin soon took their place (White
2001). The late 1840s brought the Great Famine of Ireland, resulting in nearly half the
Irish population fleeing elsewhere, a large number of whom emigrated to the United
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States. Irish communities in large cities like New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia soon
emerged, preserving their Irish musical heritage (Beisswenger 2011). In the late
nineteenth century, music in Ireland began to recover from the Famine with the
introduction of the accordion, concertina, and metal whistles. Although regional styles
diminished as mobility increased, social dances in Ireland allowed the continued growth
of the Irish music scene (White 2001).
As primarily social music, Irish tunes were initially performed in small local
venues such as farmhouses or taverns, the ensemble consisting of any instruments the
musicians could play. When the music became popular in the dance halls of Irish North
America in the late nineteenth century and in Ireland in the early twentieth century, the
ensembles grew to include percussion instruments to aid the dancers in hearing the beat.
Dance ensembles increased in popularity in the 1930s, and after a decline in the 1960s,
underwent a revival in the 1990s with the popular theatrical show Riverdance (White
2001).
Irish fiddle music consists of airs, reels, jigs, hornpipes, slides, and polkas,
traditionally played at ceilidhs (gatherings with music and dancing) (Beisswenger 2011).
Jigs have been a part of the Irish repertory since at least the sixteenth century. Reels and
hornpipes, however, came with British settlers and quickly became a popular form among
Irish composers. Much of the current repertoire consists of tunes from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Airs usually derived their titles from the Irish or English lyrics of
the tune, while dance tunes often referred to the lives of ordinary people, including their
pastimes, occupations, and locales (White 2001). Similar to Scottish music, Irish tunes
are often played in sets, beginning with a slow air and steadily increasing tempo with
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each added tune (Bratt 2016). Each player’s version of a tune can vary slightly and a
small amount of variation is normal within a tune during its repetitions, although players
generally stick to the main melody of the tune without too much change or improvisation
(White 2001).
The most unique element to Irish fiddling is the way the bow is used. Players keep
their bow strokes generally short and light to achieve a mellow tone (White 2001). Irish
fiddle master Kevin Burke has produced several instructional videos in which he breaks
down the techniques that produce the authentic Irish sound. He explains that in order to
accomplish the lilting pulse of a reel, the pickup notes are slurred to the down beat, often
in an up bow, rather than playing the notes in two separate bows. The player starts softly
and swells into the beat. For these tunes, beats two and four are emphasized in the bow.
In jigs, the lilting feeling comes from playing the first note in a set of three eighth notes
slightly longer than its typical duration, making the second note slightly shorter to
compensate. The third note retains its full eighth-note value (Burke 2017a).
A bowed ornament common to Celtic fiddling is the cut, or bowed triplet. Burke
explains that although a triplet implies an equal duration for each of the three notes, in
performance practice, the first two notes are played shorter than the last. Irish fiddlers
usually start these cuts on a down bow, and they sometimes slur the last note into the
following note or notes. In order to attain the percussive sound of the cut, the player must
keep their right hand completely relaxed while allowing the quickest moment of tension
on the inner side of their arm near the elbow, immediately releasing to resume normal
playing (Burke 2015).
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In addition to their bow usage, Irish fiddlers employ several kinds of
ornamentation in their performances, including slides, grace notes, and rolls (Bratt 2016).
The roll or turn is comprised of the main note, the note above, the main note again, the
note below, and ending again on the main note. However, the added above and below
notes are not meant to be heard as clean notes; rather, they are interruptions of the main
note. A player may even barely lift their finger for the note below (Dalen 2018). When
combined with the lilting bowing technique, the tail end of the roll gets most of the
emphasis with the dynamic swell, not the beginning. Mordents are often used in place of
rearticulating repeated notes. Instead of two detached notes, a fiddler will play them in
the same bow, separating them with a fast mordent (Burke 2017a). The grace note can be
a second or third above the original note (Dalen 2018). These ornaments likely originate
from bagpipes or tin whistles, whose special techniques include sliding from one note to
the next, tonguing, and “cranning” (playing multiple mordents in quick succession)
(White 2001).
Most Irish dance tunes have a symmetrical structure consisting of two parts, one
that is lower in pitch which is considered the “tune” and one that is higher in pitch which
is considered the “turn.” Each part is made of an even number of bars, and each part is
typically played twice. Tunes are usually in keys with two sharps or less, sometimes
three, and rarely with one flat. Melodies tend to fall within a two-octave range, and
fiddlers seldom venture out of first position. It is common for these tunes to be pentatonic
or heptatonic, often in the Ionian, Mixolydian, Aeolian, and Dorian modes. Dynamic
variety was uncommon in early Irish fiddling, although it is increasing in popularity
among modern players. Monophony is predominant among melodic instruments in
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ensembles (such as the fiddle, pipes, whistle, flute, banjo, mandolin, harmonica,
concertina, and accordion). Harmonies, if played at all, are traditionally kept simple,
although the twentieth century brought an exploration of increased harmonization and
different accompanying instruments like the piano and guitar. Percussion instruments like
the bodhrán were not used until recent years (White 2001).
These stylistic traits can be found in the Irish tunes I recorded, “Pigeon on the
Gate,” “Morrison’s Jig,” and “The Rights of Man,” and are further explained as they
apply to each individual tune in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
Scotland

While there are historic records of native Scottish string instruments originating
around the tenth century, the contemporary violin is mentioned as a significant
component beginning in the early 1700s. Around the mid-eighteenth century, Scottish
fiddler Niel Gow (1727-1807) began creating a name for himself as an esteemed player
and composer, and that reputation would continue through further generations in the Gow
family for nearly a century (Elliott 2001). Gow is credited with composing over eighty
fiddle tunes, and his son Nathaniel also wrote many tunes in his lifetime (Cahill 2020).
Although a number of these were likely appropriated from other musicians, the Gows’
contribution to the Scottish fiddle tradition is noteworthy.
Another prominent Scottish fiddler and composer was James Scott Skinner (18431927). Skinner was a trained fiddler and dancer as well as a classically trained violinist.
He composed over 600 original tunes in a virtuosic performance style. In 1899, he
became the first Scottish fiddler to make a commercial recording. After his death, the
fiddle’s popularity declined in favor of free-reed instruments. However, interest in
Scottish fiddling experienced a rebirth after a BBC-sponsored competition in 1969, and
musicians such as Alasdair Fraser and Hector MacAndrew have contributed to worldwide
interest in the tradition in the last several decades (Elliott 2001).
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Much of the Scottish fiddle repertory consists of dance tunes. Among the most
popular forms are reels, jigs, strathspeys, marches, waltzes, and hornpipes. In addition,
slow airs from Gaelic and Scottish songs are often played for the non-dancing audiences.
It is common for several tunes to be performed in a medley, in which three or four tunes
of the same or a closely related key are played back to back beginning with the slowest
and building up the tempo. In the context of dancing, the tunes are usually of the same
genre (Elliott 2001). Most Scottish fiddle tunes are fairly short, typically measuring about
thirty-two bars long. Each section of the tune correlates to the number of steps in
traditional Scottish country dances (Cahill 2020). When played back to back, a medley of
tunes will propel the dancers’ momentum forward until the end of the dance.
The Scottish fiddle tradition is comprised of three regional influences: The
Highland style, the Shetland style, and the Northeast style. The Highland style features
the cut, a very fast bowed triplet accent that is a key characteristic of Scottish fiddling
(Haigh n.d). Niel Gow’s dance tunes feature the raw energy of this region (Cahill 2020).
Marches and jigs (tunes in compound meters) make up the majority of the Highland
repertoire, but it also includes airs that have roots in the Gaelic language (Schreil 2021).
The Shetland style also uses the bowed cut in reels—fast tunes often in repeated four-bar
sections—which also feature left-hand ornamentation, subtle drones, and a swung rhythm
(Cooke 1986). Fiddler Alasdair Fraser has noted that the swinging and the sound of open
ringing strings are linked to the Scandinavian influence in the Shetland area (Schreil
2021). The Northeast style is home to the strathspey, a dance often paired with a reel
(Haigh n.d). The key element of a strathspey is the “Scotch snap,” consisting of a
sixteenth note followed by a dotted eighth, both played in separate bows (Royal Scottish
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Country Dance Society 2022). Niel Gow is believed to have developed this bow stroke
(Elliot 2001).
In regards to the bow, Fraser has discussed how the bow arm’s motions are linked
directly to the dance moves in Scottish folk music. He inquired, “Do people want to get
up off the floor? Do they want to push into the floor? Are they doing rotational motions?
Or are they doing linear big strong handholds? You bow differently for all of these types
of situations” (Schreil 2021, 8). Scottish fiddler Pete Clark speculates that Niel Gow
would have used a Baroque bow in his playing, a lightweight style of bow that was
commonly used for dance music at the time. Long bows are used for louder passages, and
short bows are used to reduce the dynamics. In strathspeys, the fast down bow towards
the tip of the bow followed by a longer up bow provides a snapping, articulate “lift off”
into the next notes of the tune (Cahill 2020). Players generally use the middle to upper
half of the bow, although there are regional differences between the bow’s placement on
the fiddle. In Yell, one of the North Isles of Scotland, fiddlers prefer playing over the
fingerboard, as opposed to Mainland fiddlers who play closer to the bridge for bolder
accents (Cooke 1986). Because Scottish fiddle music has such a deep connection with
dancing, the rhythm is a high priority for musicians. To create the perfect dancing feel,
fiddlers play with a “lilt.” Although transcriptions of Scottish tunes may be written as
equal quavers, in practice, pairs of notes are played unevenly—the first note of a pair is
played for a longer duration than the second, with the proportion varying from 4:3 to
even 2:1 (Cooke 1986).
Once the authentic dancing lilt is achieved in the bow, a player must employ the
correct techniques in the left hand for a fully authentic style. The Scottish fiddler must be
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sparing in the use of vibrato, as too much (even in a slow air) will make the tune sound
too classical (Cahill 2020). The embellishments played by a fiddler’s left hand are used to
mimic the sounds of other instruments, particularly bagpipes (Schreil 2021). In the Grove
article for bagpipes, William A. Cocks describes bagpipe embellishments as follows:
Among the chief characteristics of bagpipe music are the facts that the chanter is
never silent, so that there can be no rests or momentary pauses between notes, and
that its loudness cannot be varied. These problems are overcome to some extent
by the use of grace notes, which at their simplest consist of the momentary
uncovering of a hole by one finger, to produce a high-pitched grace note, or
momentary covering of one or more holes simultaneously to produce a lowpitched grace note. The actual pitch of the grace note is not usually fully
perceived, and the effect is of a bright or dull clicking sound. Grace notes are
essential to divide two successive melody notes of the same pitch, and are also
commonly played on the downbeat notes of the melody to mark out the rhythm.
In many piping traditions grace notes are used sparingly, but Scottish pipers have
a large fund of embellishments—‘doublings’, ‘shakes’, ‘throws’ and ‘grips’—
which are carefully taught and are written into the music, and an analogous but
largely different set in the older Pibroch [a type of bagpipe composition]
repertory. (Cocks 2001, 52)
The physical limitations of the fiddle itself and how it was held informed which notes
were available to play. In his book, Dr. Peter Cooke explains:
With the exception of a few modern reels, all the Shetland dance repertory is
played in first position and forward or backward extensions of first and third
fingers to produce extra pitches are rare. The fourth finger was also never used by
older fiddlers; indeed many of them. . . held their fiddles along their arms against
their chests. Position shifts and the use of the fourth finger were impossible with
this kind of hold. (Cooke 1986, 100-01)
The second finger often provided multiple choices for the player and composer, allowing
not just a major and minor third from the open string, but an additional “neutral third” in
between. Scholars have proposed that this distinct element of the Shetland modal system
resulted from intervals smaller than semitones on a stringed instrument called a langeleik,
which came from the Norwegian influence in the area. Pentatonicism also appears to be
quite common in several Scottish tunes. As Cooke describes, this is likely due to the
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ergonomics of the left hand fingers and the patterns that felt most comfortable and natural
(Cooke 1986).
The most important aspect of Scottish accompaniment is a concept called “lift.”
Distinct from “lilt,” it is an element of rhythmic vitality that is achieved by a firm,
absolute, staccato bass line and a brisk tempo with good accentuation. The role of the
accompanist is to create the “lift” feel to better inform the fiddler’s performance (Cooke
1986). In the event that the fiddler is unaccompanied, however, they might employ the
use of double stops and the higher register of the instrument to stand out from the noises
of people dancing. Old transcriptions show scordatura tunings that indicate the use of
drones even in keys that fall outside the tonality of the traditional violin tuning system
(Cooke 1986).

Chapter 3
Cape Breton

Many North American fiddle traditions were born from immigration, and the
Cape Breton style is no exception. It began in the mountainous Scottish Highlands, home
to a rich Gaelic culture. Following the Battle of Culloden in 1746, the British government
began restricting the deteriorating clan system in the Highlands, which included the
banning of bagpipe music. The following years were known as the Highland Clearances,
a forced emigration that took place from the mid to late eighteenth century into the mid
nineteenth century to make way for sheep pastoralism. As economic conditions worsened
and the potato famine hit around 1846, Highlanders fled to the Scottish Lowlands,
Canada, America, and Australia (Bartrop 2008).
Many of the Highlanders who fled to Canada settled in Cape Breton, an island at
the eastern end of Nova Scotia. They brought with them their fiddles and bagpipes and
held ceilidhs, passing down tunes by ear through generations (Smith 2016). In the mid
1800s, a number of Cape Bretoners moved south to America, hoping to find work in
Boston. As a New England community became established, so did dance halls in which
the Cape Breton music traditions were kept alive for centuries (Moran 2017). Cape
Breton fiddling has been said to be a “living fossil,” providing the closest historical
glimpse into pure Scottish fiddling. The aesthetic and repertoire have been largely
preserved, as has its connection to the Scottish dance tradition. Today, the music and
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dance of Scotland have diverged on their own paths in their home country largely to
make room for fiddling and dance competitions. In Cape Breton, however, the music
continues to be shared at informal house gatherings, passed along with little to no
classical technical instruction (Carnahan 2018).
There was a moment in the Cape Breton timeline where those raised in the
tradition feared for the future of their culture. The 1972 documentary The Vanishing
Cape Breton Fiddler prophesied the extinction of Cape Breton fiddling. Practitioners of
the tradition, determined not to allow their roots to be erased, fought back and founded
the Cape Breton Fiddlers’ Association. This foundation holds an annual fiddle festival
that has been instrumental in the style’s rebirth, attracting countless musicians of all
backgrounds every year. Fiddlers continue to share the tunes from the Cape Breton origin
as well as compose their own, weaving in modern musical influences and instrumentation
(Wilson 2010).
Like its Scottish ancestor, Cape Breton fiddle music is played mostly in first
position on the violin (Carnahan 2018). It is believed that the fiddle took on
characteristics of the bagpipes after pipes were banned under British control. The
Mixolydian mode, drones, and fast mordents come directly from piping (Elliott 2001).
Cape Breton ornamentation, similar to that of the Irish and Scottish traditions, includes
turns and mordents (Gill 2000). Another popular embellishment is the use of an open
string played simultaneously with the fourth finger on the string below, using the first
finger on the open string as a grace note to imitate pipes. A player learns the “skeleton”
of the melody when it is passed down by ear, and they may choose which ornaments to
use in order to make it their own (Celtic Colours International Festival 2020). These must
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be used sparingly, however, and must never draw too much attention away from the
melody. If a player learns multiple versions, like Cape Breton fiddler Jerry Holland
recalls from his youth, they may choose to use them as variations against each other in a
set of tunes (Cranford 1999).
Another form of embellishment just as important as the left hand is the bow. Katie
McNally, a Boston-born fiddler raised in the Cape Breton tradition, explains how Cape
Bretoners use the bow to play a cut in places where an Irish fiddler would play a roll.
McNally states, “A roll is sweet sounding. It’s comprised of five notes and you can hear
different pitches from each note. It all happens in one smooth bow stroke. . . A cut is a
more percussive sound of three separate bow strokes, but it’s all the same note. It’s
explosive” (Moran 2017, 17). In addition, the Cape Breton sound has a bit of “dirt” to it.
Fiddler Natalie MacMaster explains, “Irish fiddlers typically played several notes in one
stroke of the bow, ‘slurring’ the notes. Cape Breton fiddlers, meanwhile, move the bow
faster, changing the direction of the bow for each note as much as possible” (Smith 2016,
12).
Even when not playing cuts, it is vital for a Cape Breton fiddler to play with
grittiness. It is possible that the Gaelic language played a part in this development, as its
system is based on stressed long and short vowels (Smith 2016). “If you compare an Irish
accent to a Scottish accent,” says McNally, “that comes into their music as well. Irish has
a smooth lilt as opposed to the harsher burr of a Scottish or a Maritime accent” (Moran
2017, 15). To achieve this sound and add the “dirt” needed for an authentic performance,
a fiddler will “crunch” the bow against the strings. Some players will even play with
looser bow hair, allowing the wood of the bow to touch the strings (Moran 2017). A
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player combines this dirt with a lilting pulse, similar to that of Scottish fiddling (Celtic
Colours International Festival 2020). The resulting sound is raw, harsh, scraping, and
percussive, creating the perfect upbeat feel for dancing (Smith 2016). When performing
at a dance venue, the bow strokes—much like those of the Scottish tradition—are directly
related to the dance steps. The down beat is played in a strong down bow. The dancers’
energy informs the musicians’ playing, and the music allows the dance steps to transform
into a massive percussion section (Moran 2017).
Prior to the 1900s, the pump organ was used as a drone to accompany Cape
Breton fiddlers. It was replaced with the piano around 1930 (Haigh n.d). As jazz became
a leading style in America, its influences spread, bringing elements of “ragtime, stride,
boogie-woogie and other newly evolved techniques, eventually blossoming into a highly
complex, heavily syncopated, colorfully effervescent sound as unmistakable as the
fiddle’s” (Wilson 2010, 62). The stride piano style has made the piano an equal partner to
the fiddle, allowing for strong down beats in the left hand and syncopation in the right
hand, often interplaying with the fiddle melody (Bratt 2016). Recently, other instruments
have since been added to the mix. Natalie MacMaster has included cello and electric bass
in her recordings, and Ashley MacIsaac performs traditional Cape Breton tunes in a rock
band with heavy distortion. What once was seen as the purest form of Scottish fiddling is
evolving with the influences of modern music.

Chapter 4
Old-Time

An important component of North American fiddling is the Appalachian or oldtime tradition. The Southern Appalachian Region includes thirteen states, as defined by
the Appalachian Regional Commission in 1965. A narrower definition encompasses
eastern Kentucky, eastern Tennessee, western North Carolina, western Virginia, and the
entire state of West Virginia. Portions of Ohio, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Alabama,
Maryland, and South Carolina can be considered an extension of the region. The fiddle
tradition’s foundation was originally built on British tunes carried over from across the
ocean in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. As more instruments were introduced,
however, the music became increasingly more American. Early instrumental songs were
performed by solo fiddle, often for the purpose of accompanying dances (Pen 2015). The
banjo, initially a West African instrument brought over with slaves, became a popular
addition in the early nineteenth century due to its appearance in minstrel shows (Goertzen
2014). It was played with a clawhammer style in which the right hand employs “patterns
of downward strikes by the index or middle fingernail, [which is] combined with
downward strokes of the thumb against the fifth string” (Odell 2014, 17). The guitar was
introduced in the late nineteenth century, especially as mail order catalogs like Sears,
Roebuck, and Company began offering inexpensive instruments to rural areas. The frets
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of the guitar allowed for an easy three-chord harmony (I-IV-V) and a simple framework
for new American folk tunes. The early twentieth century brought about the string band,
which featured fiddle, banjo, guitar, mandolin, and string bass (Pen 2015). Occasionally,
harmonicas, accordions, pianos, and other instruments were added to the mix
(Beisswenger 2011).
Old-time fiddling became an established practice by 1913, when the first annual
Georgia Old-Time Fiddlers’ Convention was held. Several annual contests emerged in
the south in the early twentieth century, the most notable taking place in Galax, Virginia;
Clifftop, West Virginia; and Union Grove, North Carolina (Beisswenger 2011). The
1920s marked a historic era for the recording of “hillbilly music” as it came to be known.
Eck Robertson is credited with the first recording of an old-time fiddle tune, having
recorded “Sally Gooden” on June 20, 1922 (Pen 2015), and a year later, “Fiddlin’” John
Carson was recorded in Atlanta, Georgia by OKeh Records (Russell 2007). In 1927-28,
director Ralph Peer of the Victor Talking Machine Company oversaw the recording of
several musicians in the Appalachian region (Pen 2015). These historic sessions came to
be known as the “Bristol Sessions” because they took place in the central southern
location of Bristol, Tennessee (Kimball 2021). The recordings spread Appalachian music
across the States, eventually resulting in the transformation of folk music into popular
country music (Pen 2015).
The core of old-time music, just as it is in Celtic music, is dancing. Reels, jigs,
hornpipes, marches, waltzes, quadrilles, schottisches, and airs were popular in the
northern United States, whereas breakdowns, hoedowns, blues, and rags were common in
the South. The original tunes brought over by British immigrants were adapted into the
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tradition, and newly composed tunes soon became standards. Novelty fiddle tunes were
popular in the South, where the fiddle would imitate sounds such as bird calls and
hiccups (Cohen 2013). Tunes with titles related to people, places, military events, and
historic affairs (such as “Bonaparte’s Retreat”) were also widely known (Milnes 1999).
Because tunes were learned and shared orally, the old-time repertory is subject to
variation or discrepancy, with no singular “correct” version existing. In the Grove article
for folk music, Norm Cohen explains:
One frequently finds decidedly different tunes masquerading under the same title
or, conversely, abundant aliases for a single tune. The proliferation of tunes is
without end: the hybridization of the high part of one tune with the low part of
another gives birth to a new tune; and the casual alteration of a few notes
(intentionally or not) may give cause for a new title. (Cohen 2013, 24)
Tunes in a session are repeated multiple times before transitioning into another tune
similar in key, sound, and phrasing (Milnes 1999).
Most old-time tunes have a repeated four-bar phrase length and a binary structure.
Some, however, are “crooked,” with an irregular number of beats or an odd number of
sections (Pen 2015). It is common for a tune to have a high (“fine”) and a low (“coarse”)
section, allowing for easy distinction between the two parts (Cohen 2013). Open tunings
on guitars allow for easy root-fifth bass patterns, and the melodies are often modal or in
gapped scales such as pentatonic or hexatonic (Pen 2015).
American fiddlers have specific practices that help them obtain their distinct
fiddling sound. Prior to the mid twentieth century, many fiddlers would hold the body of
the instrument against their chest, although since then it is more commonly held under
the chin (Cohen 2013; Goertzen 2014). Rather than holding the bow at the frog, a fiddler
may position their hand higher on the stick, allowing for a lighter feel and easier control
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(Cohen 2013). The left hand will rarely move out of first position, and there is little to no
use of vibrato (Goertzen 2014). The bridge is often flattened to facilitate easy double and
triple stops (Cohen 2013). For old-time fiddlers who frequently play in scordatura
tunings, a flattened bridge is essential. One such tuning is called the “Old Sledge tuning.”
The fiddle is tuned AEAD (from lowest to highest). This allows for the melody to be
played with drones on the upper strings and a resonant bass sound in the lower strings
(Milnes 1999). Other popular alternate tunings include cross tuning in A (AEAE), cross
tuning in G (GDGD), and high bass tuning (ADAE) (Rioux n.d). These alternate tunings
are key specific and add volume to the fiddle, a practice that can be traced back to the
ceilidhs of Celtic music.
The rhythm is the most important part of dance music, which is why most of the
old-time style comes from the bow. Tommy Jarrell (1901-1985) was a master old-time
fiddler, known particularly for his busy, rhythmic bowings. He always played in time and
he varied his rhythm to keep musical interest, often emphasizing the pickups to new
phrases to maintain the forward energy of a tune (Phillips 2003). Bruce Molsky, the
leading modern figure of old-time fiddling, describes the down bow as the “power
stroke,” marking strong beats to lead the dancers (Molsky 2016). In old-time music, the
beats with the biggest emphasis are one and three, rather than the typical two and four
usually emphasized in other fiddle genres (Bragger 2021). The accents can shift to add
some diversity to the tune without the bowing changing (Molsky 2020).
Old-time fiddlers have developed a technique that allows them to constantly play
with a rhythmic pulse. Molsky describes this as a series of circular motions in the bow
arm. Not only does the bow move back and forth, but it also makes a counterclockwise
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circle in the right arm, the down bow being the bottom half of the circle and the up bow
being the top. This removes the strong bite of the beginning of a down bow and transfers
the emphasis to the middle of a note. Simultaneously, the bow arm moves toward and
away from the body in a figure eight pattern, which, when combined with the
counterclockwise motion, creates a pulse in each bow stroke. In addition, there is another
technique called fulcrum pulses in which one string is played smoothly and for the full
note value while the string above or below provides a pulse (Molsky 2016). When
combined with the scordatura tuning and drones, a fiddler can function as a one-man
band.

Chapter 5
Bluegrass

The bluegrass style emerged as a modernization of older string band traditions in
the 1940s with mandolin player Bill Monroe’s (1911-1996) band, The Blue Grass Boys
(Neal 2012). Through the band’s five-decade run, over 150 performers were at some
point a member, and nearly every significant first-generation bluegrass musician had
some affiliation with the band (Rosenberg 2012). After performing on the Grand Ole
Opry and recording for Bluebird (RCA Victor) Records, Monroe’s sound spread across
the United States in the 1950s via radio, touring, television, “hillbilly bars” in the urban
Northeast, and 78-rpm phonograph records. The folk revival of the 1960s opened even
more venues and regions to bluegrass music, and the first annual bluegrass festival was
held in 1965 in Fincastle, Virginia. With numerous stages, multiple levels of
competitions, and parking lot jam sessions, the festival set a welcoming precedent for
future bluegrass events at which informal instruction is encouraged and the line between
amateurs and professionals is blurred (Rosenberg 2013).
Bluegrass experienced a renaissance in the 1970s when many progressive acts
like New Grass Revival and the Seldom Scene combined jazz, rock, folk, and pop styles
and repertoire with bluegrass techniques and instrumentation. Other more traditional
artists of this period refined the genre into a cleaner, even more precise style. With
several bands touring internationally, a large bluegrass scene began developing in Japan.
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In 1985, the International Bluegrass Music Association was established. Although
originally a genre primarily dominated by white males, the 1990s saw the emergence of
women as vocalists, instrumentalists, and bandleaders—most notably Alison Krauss and
Rhonda Vincent. A second revival occurred in the 2000s after the success of the 2000
film O Brother, Where Art Thou? (Rosenberg 2013). Artists such as banjo player Béla
Fleck, mandolin player Sierra Hull, and mandolin player Chris Thile of Nickel Creek
continue to push the boundaries of bluegrass and Americana music today.
The typical bluegrass band consists of four to seven members, each playing an
acoustic string instrument and most, if not all, singing. The acoustic guitar and double
bass make up the rhythm section while the fiddle, mandolin, dobro or resonator guitar,
and five-string banjo make up the melody instruments. Solo breaks are standard between
verses of vocal songs, and alternating solos in instrumental tunes come from jazz
performance practices. Traditional folk songs are common in the bluegrass repertory,
although a larger portion of songs performed are newly composed for the style including
originals dating back to Bill Monroe. Prevalent forms include country blues, revival
hymns, religious songs, sentimental secular songs, and virtuosic instrumentals. Most
tunes are in duple meter, and the rhythmic emphasis lies in the offbeats. Monroe’s hightenor singing, rhythmically-propulsive approach to mandolin, and fast tempos were
authoritative elements in the genre’s early genesis (Rosenberg 2013). These elements
were joined by Earl Scruggs (1924-2012)’s three-finger picking style on the banjo, which
combines upward and downward picking for a rhythmically intense performance (Odell
2014). When the strumming and picking are combined, the resulting style is highly
energetic and anticipates the beat (Library of Congress n.d.b).
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The standard types of tunes performed in fiddle competitions and on albums
primarily featuring the fiddle are waltzes, breakdowns, and rags. Rags come from the
ragtime tradition of the early twentieth century. These tunes are in 2/4 or 4/4 time with a
fast, syncopated melody (Berlin 2013). Melodies in rags are frequently based on a partial
circle of fifths chord progression and the rhythms are swung in varying degrees, more
commonly in the Southern states than in the North (Cohen 2013). A fiddler will often
arpeggiate the chords in a rag, such as in the B section of Mark O’Connor’s rendition of
“Cotton Patch Rag” (O’Connor 1976). A breakdown is an upbeat instrumental tune in
which each member of the band takes a “break” or a solo (Jaminbanjo, reply to “Meaning
of ‘breakdown,’” Banjo Hangout Dec. 30, 2008, https://www.banjohangout.org/
archive/135378). These tunes evolved from Celtic hornpipes and reels (Milnes 1999).
Most breakdowns exist in the standard AABB form, although several have an irregular
phrase structure, making them more suitable for listening than for dancing (Goertzen
2014). An early example is “Blue Grass Breakdown” by Bill Monroe & The Blue Grass
Boys. The fiddler in this recording plays a combination of sustained double stops and
fast, single-bowed notes (Monroe 1992). Occasionally, a fiddler will slide their fourth
finger up to play a unison note with the adjacent upper open string. This intensifies the
player’s power and energizes the melodic line (Marshall 2013). Bluegrass waltzes are in
triple meter, much like classical waltzes (Collins 2017). Some waltzes originated from
Celtic triple-time dances and were reworked into the waltz style, which was adapted by
American musicians in the early 1800s (Goertzen 2014). In waltzes like “Gardenia
Waltz,” a particularly skilled fiddler can demonstrate their expertly-executed double
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stops (Hicks 1998). To achieve a smooth sound, fiddlers will use long, legato bows and
lots of slurs for waltzes (Marshall 2013).
From a fiddler’s standpoint, many of the fundamental techniques of violin playing
are adjusted to serve the style—a fiddler will primarily use the upper portion of the bow,
use a flattened bridge to facilitate easy double stops whenever harmonically possible, and
be very conservative with their vibrato, if using any at all (Cohen 2013). One of the most
common bowing styles in bluegrass is the shuffle bow, of which there are several
variations: (1) Two sixteenth notes slurred together, followed by two separate sixteenths;
(2) All sixteenth notes slurred in an up bow, except for the third sixteenth in every group
of four sixteenths, which is played as a separate down bow; (3) Three sixteenth notes
slurred, the next three sixteenths slurred, and the final two sixteenths played in separate
bows; and (4) Separate bowed sixteenths with a slightly swung rhythm so they are not
performed completely straight (Anger 2017). Variety and versatility in bow usage is also
an important skill for bluegrassers. A slow bow with lots of weight may be used for a
driving sound, whereas a fast bow with less weight will produce a naturally ringing sound
(Sullivan 2021). Bluegrass fiddlers also utilize a technique known as a chop when
accompanying. This is a percussive bow sound developed by Richard Greene and
disseminated by Darol Anger and the Turtle Island String Quartet, and it is typically
played on beats two and four in bluegrass tunes (Risk 2013).
Bluegrass fiddlers have developed a set of embellishments over the course of the
style’s existence. Slides are frequently employed, either going up to a note, down from a
note, or both used consecutively. A common grace note is the hammer-on, in which the
player “hammers on” the note above the note they are already playing. Sometimes, a
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fiddler will use additional pulses in the same bow. This approach can be combined with
unison drones in a technique known as an “up sweep,” in which the lower string receives
the first pulse and the open string receives the second (Manning 2020b).
Just as important as the appropriate style is a fiddle player’s vocabulary of solos,
licks, and fills. One of the most used licks is the kickoff, a short fiddle introduction that
will lead into the downbeat of a tune. Benny Martin (1928-2001) is believed to have
created the popular fast triplet kickoff (Haigh 2020). Many licks revolve around “blue”
notes like the minor third and the flat seven (Cohen 2013). Chordal instrumentalists like
the guitar player may even omit the thirds of chords to allow for melodic interplay
between major and minor thirds. Another popular trick is the use of double stop passages
in parallel fifths (Haigh 2020). Fiddlers will orally pass down common licks and fills, and
it is the player’s job to transpose them to different keys and fit them in naturally around
the singer in a performance setting (Manning 2020b).
Bluegrass solos are improvised and melodic-based. When learning to improvise,
many fiddlers will study classic solos by the masters of the style—Kenny Baker, Vassar
Clements, Bobby Hicks, Chubby Wise, Benny Martin, and Stuart Duncan are commonly
referenced artists (Manning 2020a). Some fiddlers will also quote portions of famous
solos in their own improvisations, referencing idiomatic licks and paying tribute to their
idols (Sullivan 2021). Since bluegrass tunes are full of blue notes, players will also
practice blues improvisation, often playing blue notes in third position to produce high,
lonesome melodies (Manning 2020b). Above all, a fiddler’s playing in a bluegrass setting
must be “clean”: good intonation, rhythmically precise, with appropriate bowings and
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licks. These are the qualities that made Kenny Baker a favorite of Bill Monroe (Marshall
2013).

Chapter 6
Tunes from the Recording Portion of this Project

I was incredibly fortunate to have so many seasoned professionals on my
recordings. We recorded all of the foundational tracks at Tammy Rogers King’s home
studio, who is a member of the Grammy Award-winning band The SteelDrivers. Mark
Fain, a seven-time Grammy Award-winner and former member of Ricky Skaggs’s band,
played acoustic bass for the bluegrass tracks and electric bass for the Celtic tracks. Sister
Sadie’s newest member, Mary Meyer, played mandolin, and Justin Moses, an awardwinning multi-instrumentalist and husband to Sierra Hull, recorded the acoustic guitar
tracks. Cooper Thompson, a fellow graduate student at Belmont, recorded the Cape
Breton-style piano tracks. Finally, Scott Vestal, IBMA’s 1996 Banjo Player of the Year,
recorded his tracks remotely at his home studio. The engineer was Mitch Furr, a 2016
Belmont alumnus who recently co-produced Keith Urban’s single, “Wild Hearts.” I
recorded my fiddle tracks at Furr’s home studio, and he mixed and mastered the project.
“Pigeon on the Gate”
For the recording portion of my project, I chose tunes that I felt best represented
each region and style. “Pigeon on the Gate” is unique in that it has three distinct versions:
the original Irish reel, a Scottish version, and a Cape Breton version. I decided to play
each style together in that order, tracing how the tune evolved and how the performance
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was adapted for each tradition. The original Irish melody has been traced back to the mid
nineteenth century in Canon James Goodman’s (1828-1896) manuscripts. Goodman was
a Protestant minister of Dingle, County Kerry and was an avid uilleann piper (The Irish
Times 2008). During the 1860s, he compiled over two thousand melodies into a sixvolume manuscript, now held in the Irish Traditional Music Archive (Trinity College
Dublin 2018). The original melody of “Pigeon” can be viewed in Example 6.1 in the
Appendix (Goodman 1866). As a dance reel, the tune likely got its name from scenic
experiences of Irish life (White 2001). It is written in 4/4 time in E Dorian, with an eightbar A section and an eight-bar B section. The A section is the “tune” or lower melody,
and the B is the “turn” or higher melody (White 2001). When compared to Kevin Burke,
a master Irish fiddler whose version I referenced when learning the tune, the general
contour is very similar, especially in the A section. Burke repeats each section in his
performance, whereas Goodman marks no repeats, although in other tunes on the same
page, repeats are notated. This likely developed as the tune was passed down through
time. In Burke’s performance, transcribed in Example 6.2, he plays a cut on the second
beat of the first, second, fifth, and sixth measures of the A section, using a slur on the last
note of the cut to pull the bow through the following string crossings. This was either
performed in practice but not notated, or it was added over time.
Burke begins many phrases with an up bow, often slurring over the barline and
swelling into the beat, all while generally staying in the upper portion of the bow.
Goodman’s transcription was meant for pipers, so no bowings are present; even phrase
marks are nonexistent as this music was designed to be taught by ear, not by paper. Burke
adds a handful of slides with his first finger, almost always where an open string precedes
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the first finger note. The open string and sliding finger are usually connected with a slur
in the bow, smoothing the transition between the notes. Grace notes and rolls are sparse
in the first iteration of each section. The repeats, however, include many more
embellishments, especially rolls (Owens 2014). This was likely an artistic yet informed
choice on Burke’s part.
I modeled the Irish arrangement after Burke’s 1982 performance with Irish
guitarist Mícheál Ó Domhnaill (1951-2006). This performance is stripped down to just
fiddle and guitar, which I emulated with Justin Moses. Ó Domhnaill begins on the upper
strings of the guitar, even joining Burke on the melody between strums in the A section.
As the tune progresses, he expands the guitar’s register to include the lower strings
(Owens 2014). I had Moses replicate this register expansion in his playing, including the
middle register in the first B section and using the full register for the last iteration of the
tune.
I learned the Scottish version from an instructional video by Scottish and Cape
Breton fiddler Hanneke Cassel, who learned the tune from Scottish fiddler Athena Tergis.
The changes between the Irish and Scottish versions likely occurred when the tune
traveled between the two countries, whether made for stylistic adaptations or simply due
to misremembering. This version is in 4/4 time and in A Mixolydian, utilizing a major
third instead of the Irish minor third in E Dorian. The A section is eight bars—although
essentially, the first four bars are repeated—and the B section is also eight bars. Each
section is only played through once, making the form AB instead of the Irish AABB. The
Scottish melody falls mostly within an octave with the exception of the G natural in the
penultimate bar of the B section, which is a much smaller range than the Irish melody.
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The reason for this is that Scottish pipes can only play an octave and a note, whereas Irish
uilleann pipes can play nearly two full octaves (The Irish Times 2008). The contour of
the Scottish A section is fairly similar to the Irish, with the characteristic leap of a
descending fifth in the first full measure. Both B sections explore the upper register of the
fiddle, although the Irish melody ventures into the middle strings as well while the
Scottish version primarily stays on the E string, mostly using the middle strings as a
transition back to the A section. Cassel’s melody is transcribed in Example 6.3.
Cassel plays this tune in the middle of the bow, allowing it to naturally come off
the strings for a percussive cut. The A section uses considerably fewer slurs than the B
section. Similar to Burke’s performance, the B section features several embellishments.
Most of Cassel’s ornaments are upper mordents, with occasional “wiggles” where the
melody note is played but the finger wiggles a bit, allowing the lower note to barely be
perceived. To emphasize her embellishments, she sometimes uses separate pulses in
slurred up bows. She also alters her accents in the B section by grouping eighth notes into
threes, allowing for a rhythmically-interesting pattern against the duple feel that comes
across naturally in the bowing (Cassel 2014).
The Scottish portion of my medley features Justin Moses, Mark Fain, and Mary
Meyer. In the first run-through of the form, Moses maintains the rhythmic energy,
Meyer’s mandolin alternates between sustained chords and rhythmic interjections, and
Fain sustains the bass notes. The second run-through achieves the “lift” feel that is so
vital to Scottish accompaniment. The bass is firm, and the chordal instruments maintain a
brisk feeling by emphasizing the offbeats.
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The final recorded version of “Pigeon on the Gate” is the Cape Breton version.
Since the Cape Breton tradition one of the purest descendants of Scottish fiddling, this
version must have at one point closely resembled the Scottish melody, which likely
underwent artistic adaptations to make it appropriate for fiddle contests. Although the
third is never played in the fiddle melody, the piano accompaniment plays a minor third,
making the tune in A Minor as opposed to the Scottish A Mixolydian (although the fiddle
plays one F-sharp in the B section for an A Dorian sound). The tune is in 4/4 and follows
the AABB pattern found in the original Irish version, with both sections consisting of
eight bars each. Interestingly, Cape Bretoner Buddy MacMaster’s (1924-2014) version,
transcribed in Example 6.4, does not include the triplet cut found in the other two
versions. MacMaster was an admired fiddler of Cape Breton Island whose playing was
rooted in passed-down traditions, so it is likely the tune was introduced to the region
without the cut. The beginning figure is once again a descending fifth in two eighth notes,
and much of the tune is played in consistent, separated eighth notes. This A section,
however, explores different registers of the fiddle—the first two bars are on the top two
strings while the next set of two are mostly on the middle strings (and the pattern
continues in the next four bars). Whereas the Scottish B section differed from the original
Irish, the Cape Breton B section shares a similar contour and pitches to the Scottish
version.
MacMaster’s bow has a natural weight that comes from bowing closer to the frog.
The notes are played in separate bows but are very connected, with an occasional bounce
of the bow coming through due to its natural tendency to come off the string when
playing in the lower half. His tone is not as clean as Burke’s or Cassel’s, although this is
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perfect for the grit of Cape Breton fiddling. MacMaster is very conservative with his
ornamentation, only using a couple lower grace notes in the A section and a handful of
upper grace notes in the B section. Overall, his playing has a springy feel to it, making it
ideal for the dancing for which it is intended (MacMaster 2003).
To begin this version, I wanted to limit the instruments to just fiddle and piano,
like MacMaster’s recording. Cooper Thompson played in a stride piano style, with a
strong bass line and staccato offbeats. The second round of the tune adds Moses, Meyer,
and Fain. I chose to add the more modern instruments, especially the electric bass,
because Natalie MacMaster—niece of Buddy—does the same thing in her music; one of
the more famous examples is “David’s Jig,” which features electric bass, organ, and drum
set (MacMaster 2006). The harmony of the Cape Breton version is vastly different from
the others. The Irish harmony revolves around the minor one, major flat seven, and minor
five. The Scottish harmony is based on the major one, major four, and major flat seven.
The Cape Breton harmony, however, is mostly made of the minor one, major flat three,
major flat seven, and minor five. It also includes chromatic elements such as the six
diminished chord, the augmented flat seven chord, and the major flat six chord. This
harmonic complication allows the usual piano accompaniment room to explore in the
offbeats.
“Morrison’s Jig” and “The Rights of Man”
For additional tunes in the Irish idiom, I performed a medley of “Morrison’s Jig”
and “The Rights of Man.” “Morrison’s Jig” was originally recorded by “Professor” James
Morrison (1893-1947), who immigrated from Silgo, Ireland to New York in the early
1900s. For most of his life in the States, Morrison owned a school of Irish dance and
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music. He was an experienced fiddle, flute, and accordion player (Smith 2012). It is said
that the tune was actually called “Stick Across the Hob,” composed by Irish musician
Maurice Carmody. Morrison learned it from Carmody’s son, Tom, and recorded it as
“Maurice Carmody’s Favourite” (Traditional Tune Archive 2022). His original recording
can be heard in the Irish Traditional Music Archive (Morrison 1936).
Kevin Burke teaches this tune on FiddleVideo’s website, and the transcription can
be viewed in Example 6.5. In true jig fashion, it is in 6/8 time, with an eight-bar A section
and a sixteen-bar B section. The form of the tune is AAB. The B section would be written
as a repeated eight-bar section if it were not for the few measures throughout that vary the
melody. It is in E Dorian, although the sixth scale degree is only played clearly once; it is
played as a grace note several other times in a manner that is too quick to identify a
specific pitch. Similarly to “Pigeon on the Gate,” Burke plays with plenty of
ornamentations. His first finger is the most noticeable sliding pitch, although he also
slides his third finger from time to time. He balances his use of upper mordents and Irish
rolls, playing them with a swelling sound from his varied bow speed and slurs. The A
section features frequent string crossings, and Burke treats the lower note with more
volume, barely touching the bow to the upper string. The B section uses more separate
bows, although he still slurs across the barline, especially towards the end (Burke 2017b).
My arrangement of this tune was inspired by the Orthodox Celts’ version of
“Morrison’s Jig.” They begin with a solo guitar establishing the E minor tonality and the
6/8 feel. The majority of the harmony revolves around the minor one, major flat seven,
and major flat six. The fiddle joins on the melody and the two instruments play as a duet
until the end of the first B section, when the rest of the band joins in (Orthodox Celts
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2017). Justin Moses provided the foundational triplet feel on guitar for the A section in
my recording, switching to a more downbeat-driven strum in the B section. Mary Meyer
joined him on mandolin in the triplet rhythm for the second run-through, with Mark Fain
providing sustained notes in the bass.
“The Rights of Man” is a popular traditional Irish tune, though its origins remain
a bit of a mystery. Irish musicologist Francis O’Neill (1848-1936) had thought it was a
newly-composed tune in the early 1900s, though his collaborator James O’Neill (no
relation) recalled his father playing the tune in Belfast years prior (O’Neill 1910). The
earliest known recording of this tune was made by Frederick James Cameron on January
3, 1910 for the Gramophone Company (Dean-Myatt 2012). The tune was popular in both
Ireland and Scotland, and one of the earliest transcriptions (from approximately 1884) is
written in two variations and is contained in Middleton’s Selection of Strathspeys, Reels,
&c. for the Violin by violinist Peter Milne (Milne ca. 1884). Both variations can be
viewed in Example 6.6. It is possible the tune received its name from Thomas Paine’s
(1737-1809) influential book of 1791, The Rights of Man (Paine 1791).
I learned the melody from a video performance by the Irish folk group De
Danann. It is in 4/4 time and is played in E Dorian with a lilting feeling often found in
Irish hornpipes. Most of the tune is played over the E minor chord, with some major five
chords and major flat seven chords also making a prominent appearance. Both the A and
B sections are eight bars each, and the form is AABB. Between the two transcriptions in
Milne’s collection, the contour of De Danann’s melody is nearly identical (the
transcription of De Danann’s melody can be viewed in Example 6.7). The fifth measure
of the first version includes triplet figures that can be heard by the group’s fiddle and
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accordion players. In the B section, the fiddler begins with a few lower grace notes, then
uses several instances of upper grace notes to embellish the remaining measures. The
slurs tend to stay within the measure during the A section, though they cross over the
barlines of the B section frequently. The most prominent slide occurs in the third measure
in which the first finger slides up from an open E string (Hadden 2013).
For my recording, Mary Meyer, Justin Moses, and Mark Fain all play throughout
both repetitions of “The Rights of Man.” Fain maintains a consistent, firm downbeat in
the bass, while Moses primarily outlines the down and offbeats in the guitar and Meyer
strums the mandolin with the lilting/swinging feeling of the tune. In the second round,
Meyer joins on the melody in unison with the fiddle. Melodic instruments will often play
the melody together in Irish tunes, as the accordion and fiddle do in De Danann’s
performance. I chose the mandolin for this unison aspect because of its blending
capabilities with the fiddle, as both instruments have the same open strings, obtaining a
similar timbre with just enough differentiation between the bow and the pick to add aural
interest.
“Niel Gow’s Wife” and “Dusky Meadow”
Because strathspeys are so unique to the Scottish repertoire, I chose to record two
together in a medley: “Niel Gow’s Wife” and “Dusky Meadow.” The former, also known
as “Niel Gow’s Second Wife,” has a controversial history. The first mention of the tune
was in a published collection in 1794 by Scottish musician Daniel McLaren. He is
credited with writing a tune called “Mr. MacDonald of Staffa’s Strathspey.” This same
tune later became known as “Niel Gow’s Wife,” implying Gow was the one to write it
(Glen 1904). It appears in the Complete Repository of Old and New Scotch Strathspeys,
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Reels & Jigs, published in 1805 as a selection of works by Niel Gow and his songs
(Purdie 1805). However, this tune was never claimed by the Gow family. Given the
nature of passing tunes down by ear, perhaps somewhere in the tune’s history it was
taught and incorrectly attributed to the more famous Gow. There is not much more
known about McLaren other than his poor health in 1817 and the financial assistance of
the Edinburgh Musical Fund for medical purposes (Glen 1904).
The transcribed version, written in B minor for German flute and printed as
Example 6.8, is practically identical to the recorded version by Alasdair Fraser and
Natalie Haas, which is performed in G minor. Because the transcription was intended for
a specific instrument, it is possible the key was adapted to fit the flute, as the key of G
minor comfortably fits in first position on the fiddle, Gow’s primary instrument. The B
section temporarily modulates to the relative major, B-flat. The tune is in 4/4 time with
an eight-bar A section and a sixteen-bar B section, performed as AAB. A few of the
dotted rhythms in the written version are altered in this recording, most noticeably the
change in the downbeats in the first four measures of the B section to quarter notes. In a
live version, however, Fraser maintains the dotted rhythms (Strings Magazine 2017). The
eighth notes are swung, which is not notated, and the telltale strathspey rhythm (a
sixteenth note followed by a dotted eighth) is abundantly present throughout. The
strathspey rhythm is differentiated from the lilting eighth notes with a sharper, more
dramatic inequality in note durations, with the sixteenth note existing as a quick flick of
the bow hand (Fraser 2014). Fraser performs the tune in the middle of the bow with
separate strokes, only using slurs as a means of reorienting the bow for strong down bows
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on the beats. He reserves any vibrato for long notes, though even these instances are
minimal (Strings Magazine 2017).
Whereas “Niel Gow’s Wife” has a controversial history, little is known about
“Dusky Meadow.” Its origins have been rumored to come from multiple publishers and
teachers, such as Elias Howe’s nineteenth century Boston collection, Simon Fraser’s
unpublished second edition collection of Scottish tunes from the eighteenth century, and
several unnamed Cape Breton books. Other rumors attribute the composition to Cape
Bretoners “Little” Jack MacDonald or Donald MacLellan. None of these have been
proven, however, and none of the suggested publications of the tune have yet to be
located (Traditional Tune Archive 2021).
Hanneke Cassel, whose version I learned for my recording, suggests the tune has
an Irish/Scottish origin, though the tune is most popular among Cape Bretoners. The tune
is in A Mixolydian in 4/4 time, consisting of an eight-bar A section and an eight-bar B
section, with an AABB form. The A section is primarily played on the lowest two strings
of the fiddle with frequent “wiggles” of the first finger on the G string for a percussive
embellishment. The melodic transcription can be viewed in Example 6.9. Cassel digs her
bow into the lowest string, playing with a harsh sound that is appropriate for a Cape
Breton style strathspey. Scottish strathspeys, in comparison, sound a bit more refined,
exploring dynamic swells in the middle of the bow as opposed to the natural bounce of
the bow at the frog (Bobchildsplay 2009). The B section of “Dusky Meadow” is played
mostly on the upper two strings. The Mixolydian mode is briefly disrupted with a Gsharp as the lower grace note to the high A on the E string, as the half-step motion creates
a greater pull towards the highest note of the tune. Most of the notes are heavy and
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naturally short with the lifting of the bow off the strings. Cassel almost plays both strings
concurrently when the strathspey rhythm causes a fast string crossing, particularly in the
last portion of the first measure of the A section. Overall, the tune is played fast and fiery,
perfect for dancing (Cassel 2019).
In both Cassel’s studio recording of “Dusky Meadow” and Haas and Fraser’s
recording of “Niel Gow’s Wife,” traditional Celtic accompaniment is replaced with
modern orchestrated arrangements for bowed string instruments (Cassel 2009; Fraser
2014). In both of these recordings, the cello is a featured voice, with Haas playing the
melody on cello before Fraser in “Gow” and cellist Rushad Eggleston joining Cassel in
unison and harmony in her recording. The cello’s role in Celtic music has grown
substantially over the last four decades. Originally, the instrument’s role was to
accompany with bass lines, but the 1980s saw a revival of Celtic interest among cellists,
and Haas is among the leading Scottish cellists today (Reel 2005). The other string
instruments in these recordings provide harmonically interesting drones, rhythmic
patterns in place of a guitar, and even chopping.
For the purpose of my recording, I modeled the accompaniment for both
strathspeys after Cassel’s instructional video in which her only accompaniment is an
acoustic guitar providing strong, percussive downbeats (Cassel 2019). Even in her studio
version, the rhythms played by the octave violin in the background mimic this downbeatdriven strum (Cassel 2009). Because strathspeys are strongly tied to dancing, this
rhythmic accompaniment style made sense. Fain, Meyer, and Moses all place the most
emphasis on each downbeat, with some additional subdivision strumming occasionally.
There are no charts with chords for “Niel Gow’s Wife,” so I transcribed the chords from
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Fraser’s recording, finding mostly drones on the minor one in the A section and one, four,
and five chords in the B-flat major B section, with some substitutions of the minor six for
four. “Dusky Meadow” consists entirely of the one, four, and flat seven chords, with the
dominant chord appearing at the end before the final tonic. Because “Gow’s” harmonic
center is based in G minor and “Dusky’s” is in A major, I decided to modulate to A
minor on my last iteration of “Gow” to allow for a smooth transition.
“Blackberry Blossom”
The final Celtic tune on my project is “Blackberry Blossom.” It has been passed
down through several fiddling circles, including old-time and bluegrass (Nygaard 2013).
The tune’s roots actually come from country music. It was written by “Fiddlin’” Arthur
Smith (1908-1971), a fiddler from Humphries County, Tennessee (Smith 1978). He was
an early performer on the Grand Ole Opry, first appearing on the program on December
23, 1927 and last performing in 1939. During this period, he recorded an extensive
catalog of fiddle tunes with the Delmore Brothers for Bluebird (RCA Victor), several of
which were originals that became bluegrass standards. After leaving the Opry, Smith
moved to California where he appeared in a few films and recorded for Capitol Records
(Wells 2012).
The tune is played in a fast 2/4 in G major, with an eight-bar A section and an
eight-bar B section, both of which are repeated for an AABB form. The B section
temporarily shifts its harmonic center to E minor, the relative minor, before moving back
to G major. To demonstrate the tune’s versatility in different traditions, I recorded in both
the Cape Breton style and the bluegrass style. My reference for the Cape Breton version
was a recording by Natalie MacMaster. The basic melody, which is transcribed in
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Example 6.10, is nearly the same as the standard bluegrass melody—transcribed in
Example 6.11—but the biggest differences are the slower tempo and the swung feel.
MacMaster embellishes the tune with the bowed cut, left hand turns in the A section, and
grace notes a third above the main note in the B section. She uses her first finger on the A
string to slide up to and down from the note. To achieve the gritty feeling of the Cape
Breton style, she uses weighted, separate bows close to the frog (MacMaster 1998).
The quintessential bluegrass recording of “Blackberry Blossom” was made by
guitarist Tony Rice (1951-2020) in 1989. Mandolin player Sam Bush performed the
fiddle solo on the record (The Tony Rice Unit 1979). This version, which is stylistically
closer to Smith’s original version, features a faster tempo and a straighter rhythm, with
consistent sixteenth notes in the A section. The bowing is more legato, and Bush uses
varied slurs and the shuffle bow (three notes slurred and one separate) to help with
phrasing. In the bluegrass setting, the B section of this tune is less melody-driven and
more commonly used as a groove for more free improvisation. For an instrumental such
as this, each melodic instrument will take a solo or “break.” Standard bluegrass
improvisation is loosely based around the melody of the tune, as Bush essentially plays a
variation of the melody for the A section of his break. During the B section, however, he
explores longer note values. Since the bow can sustain notes longer than a pick, fiddlers
may hold certain long notes in their solos for variety. When not playing a solo, the fiddler
will either chop or play fills around the person taking the break, as Bush does around
Rice’s guitar (The Tony Rice Unit 1979).
The accompaniment for each version in my recording reflects the stylisticallycorrect instruments for each genre. Just as MacMaster’s version begins with fiddle and
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guitar and later adds the stride piano, so does my recording, with Moses playing a
downbeat-heavy strumming pattern in the guitar similar to that of MacMaster’s
recording. I have Fain enterinng on the B section to highlight the descending scalar
motion under the E minor vamp in MacMaster’s version, which is different from the
bluegrass version’s treatment of E minor with its dominant chord, B major. The second
round of the form is where Thompson enters on piano. He plays the A section with an
emphasis on the down and offbeats and the B section with more syncopation, just as the
pianist in MacMaster’s recording does.
In contrast, Scott Vestal kicks off the bluegrass version with a four-bar banjo intro
that immediately leads into his break. Harmonically, both the bluegrass and Cape Breton
versions share the same A section chords, mostly revolving around one, four, and five
with lots of scalar motion in the bass. The fiddle break comes next, in which I play my
improvisation on the melody in the A section. In my B section, I make a few short
references to Bush’s solo, such as his shuffle bow interplay between the notes on the E
string halfway through the B section of his break on the recording (The Tony Rice Unit
1979). On my track, the mandolin and guitar follow with their own breaks, followed by
the last iteration of the melody on my fiddle and a tag ending common in the style.
“Wheel Hoss”
The next bluegrass tune I recorded is “Wheel Hoss.” The tune was written by the
father of bluegrass, Bill Monroe (1911-1996), and was first recorded for his “Bluegrass
Instrumentals” record on December 31, 1954 (Monroe 1965). Dr. Neil V. Rosenberg,
Bluegrass Hall of Fame member and former member of Bill Monroe & The Blue Grass
Boys, has published a complete collection of Monroe’s discography. In this book,
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Monroe explains that “the ‘wheel hoss’ of a team of horses is the one nearest the wagon
wheel (as opposed to the lead) and thus the horse that pulls more of the load. The term,
which Monroe appreciated and understood, is common in the upland South to refer to
anyone who works hard and steadily at a job” (Rosenberg 2007, 96). This explanation
perfectly fits the tune, which has consistent sixteenth notes, employs the whole register of
the fiddle, and barely leaves any breathing room for the lead instrument.
I learned Kenny Baker’s version for my recording, who, as mentioned earlier, was
one of Monroe’s favorite fiddlers. Baker’s melody is transcribed in Example 6.12. The
tune is in a fast 2/4 time in G Mixolydian. The A section is eight bars long and
melodically emphasizes the flat seven. The B section, however, is uneven or “crooked,”
with nine measures and an extra beat. The form is AABB, with the B section mostly
existing as a vamp on the one chord and the A section quickly alternating between the
one, flat seven, and five chords. Baker’s recording begins with a two-bar intro of just the
fiddle sliding into the root and third of the one chord. To add to this, I layered a second
track in my recording, playing the fifth and sixth, which is a fiddle technique often used
to imitate the sound of a train horn. The open G string downbeat is usually anticipated in
the melody to increase the energetic feeling of the tune. Baker plays it with no melodic
variation, using a combination of separate strokes on the lower strings and shuffle bows
on the upper strings to pull the best sound out of each register. In the B section, he plays
the beginning note from a rolled chord, allowing the lower strings to ring out. Later, he
plays with the major third by playing a B flat instead of a B natural on the E string,
immediately sliding it down to the A natural (Baker 1976).
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Something I added to my performance is a technique known as “twin fiddling,” in
which a fiddler either overdubs themself in harmony or plays in harmony with another
fiddler. Though not recorded this way by Baker, it is a fun novelty found in bluegrass
music. Bobby Hicks, who joined Bill Monroe & The Blue Grass Boys in 1954, is
especially known for this technique (Anick 2005). On the Bluegrass Album Band’s sixth
volume album, Hicks and fiddler Vassar Clements (1928-2005) perform a twin fiddle
version of the melody. They also begin with the add-six harmony in the intro (The
Bluegrass Album Band 1996).
Just as is typical in other bluegrass breakdowns, several layers of rhythmic
subdivision are broken down in the band. The bass plays steadily on the downbeats,
mostly playing roots and fifths. The mandolin is the main chopping instrument, providing
a crisp offbeat. The guitar’s rhythm blends the two, playing the downbeats with the bass
and the offbeats with the mandolin. The banjo fills in the sixteenth notes with Scruggsstyle picking. When one of these instruments takes a break, their role is filled by another
musician so the overall feel is not lost.
“Wild Fiddler’s Rag”
Rags are popular in North American contest fiddling, so I chose to record one of
my favorites, “Wild Fiddler’s Rag.” The tune was written by Howard “Howdy” Forrester
(1922-1987) and included on his Big Howdy Fiddlin’ Country Style album in 1963
(Forrester 1963). Forrester came from a musical family in Vernon, Tennessee, and
learned fiddle from his mother after recovering from rheumatic fever as a child. After his
father’s death, the family moved to Nashville. It was there that Forrester became a
member of the Tennessee Mountain Boys and Bill Monroe & The Blue Grass Boys. After
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serving in the Navy, he returned to Nashville and played for the Cowboy Copas. In 1949,
he began playing on the Grand Ole Opry. He joined Roy Acuff’s Smokey Mountain Boys
in 1951, and he continued playing on the Opry and for Roy until his death (Pruett n.d).
“Wild Fiddler’s Rag,” transcribed in Example 6.13, is in 4/4, with one additional
bar of 2/4 in the intro. It is a three-part tune in which each section consists of eight
measures. The form is AABBCCA with a short intro and tag out. The A and B sections
are in G major, and the C section modulates to C major. The harmonic progression is
identical in every section, featuring a rapid alternation between the tonic and the
dominant with the four and flat six chords appearing as a transition. The only exception
to the same progression is the D7 chord at the end of the C section, which leads the tune
back to G major. For the majority of Forrester’s recording, the accompaniment consists
of relentless down and offbeats, with a few instances of the accordion adding some
rhythmic subdivision. For my recording, this style is maintained in the band, with Moses
and Meyer periodically adding some rhythmically diverse strumming. To avoid
monotony, Vestal alternates between the bluegrass style picking and a chop that fits the
other instruments’ feel.
Forrester’s fiddle track is not necessarily swung, but it does have a bounce to it.
He achieves this by accenting the offbeats and natural syncopations in the melody in his
bow. He mostly plays with fast, separate bows and no vibrato, and includes several
playful slides up to notes, especially those that make up the majority of the B section.
Fiddle rags usually feature chord arpeggiations, and Forrester’s melody uses these
throughout, as heard in the first measure of the A section, the ascending figure in the C
section, and the descending E-flat major figure that is played in the intro, outro, and at the
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ends of the A and B sections (Forrester 1963). Fiddler Mark O’Connor plays the E-flat
figure with more string crossings in his rendition, allowing more syncopation to come
through. Additionally, he varies the melody more than Forrester did, taking a more
improvisatory approach (O’Connor 1979). I chose to add a few instances of variation
similar to O’Connor’s in my own recording, though I mostly stayed true to the original.
“Dreamer’s Waltz”
Not all fiddle tunes are fast and playful. Some are beautiful waltzes that offer an
opportunity for a fiddle player’s virtuosity to shine. The waltz I chose to record is
“Dreamer’s Waltz,” written by Jimmy Widner (1924-2016). He picked up the fiddle
while serving in the army during World War II and learned to play by ear. After coming
home, Widner became part of the Snake River Outlaws, a band from Idaho that found
their big break in Missoula, Montana. From the Sunshine Bar, the band performed live on
the KXLL radio, which played their music across half a dozen states in the West (Backus
2012). He was a champion fiddler, having won the 1955 and 1956 grand champion titles
at the National Old Time Fiddle Contest in Weiser, Idaho (Eller 2014).
“Dreamer’s Waltz” is performed in D major. It is written in 3/4 time, though it is
played with swung eighth notes. Both the A and B sections are sixteen measures long—
the form is simply AB, and the tune begins with a pickup measure. The last half of the B
section reprises the beginning melody of the A section. The tune is played at a moderate
tempo and the B section explores the third position on the E string, which, when
combined with tasteful slides, can produce the high lonesome sound sought after in
bluegrass music. Fiddlers may vary the tune with double stops and beautiful triplet
figures when repeating the form. Mark O’Connor’s 1974 recording demonstrates this as
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he performs the first round as written and the second round with added variations
(O’Connor 1974). His version is transcribed in Example 6.14. I chose to play similar
variations in my recording, including the triplet figure and altered moments where double
stops or a lack thereof do not exist in the original tune.
The harmony for the waltz is very standard, with the A section revolving around
one, minor two, four, and five, in that order. The four and five chords are briefly
tonicized in the B section, though the progression leads immediately back into the
original key of D. Since waltzes offer a tender break from the high energy of a normal
bluegrass set, some artists may choose to strip the instrumentation down to what is
minimally needed. O’Connor’s version only includes himself, a guitar, and a mandolin,
with no bass, banjo, or dobro. I followed his example and only recorded with Justin
Moses and Mary Meyer for this tune. I also had Meyer record a solo in between the fiddle
breaks, allowing her to demonstrate the softer side of the mandolin. While she plays in
her upper register, I provide quiet long tones on the lower strings of my fiddle.
“Arkansas Traveler” and “8th of January”
The final tunes of my recording come from the old-time fiddling tradition:
“Arkansas Traveler” and “8th of January.” Both tunes are in D major and in 2/4 time,
with an eight-bar A section and an eight-bar B section for an AABB form. Additionally,
both only use two chords in their harmonic progressions—the tonic and the dominant.
The former regularly alternates between each chord in both sections (Molsky 1996b). The
latter, however, only alternates in the A section, while the B section is played over the
tonic only (Molsky 1996a).
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“Arkansas Traveler” is a famous fiddle tune that originated from a musical skit
published by Oliver Ditson and Company in 1863 and attributed to musician Mose Case.
The tune itself was in print in 1847, though the tune and the skit’s combined popularity
led to its oral circulation. According to the explanation provided in the sheet music, the
skit “[represents] an Eastern man’s experience among the inhabitants of Arkansas,
showing their hospitality and the mode of obtaining it” (Rosenbaum 2013, 139). The skit
tells the story of a traveler who comes across an old man in Arkansas, playing the first
part of a fiddle tune over and over as he cannot play the second part. After a series of
questions from the traveler and wisecracks from the old man, the traveler asks why he
doesn’t play the second part of the tune. “If you’re a better player than I am,” says the old
man, “you can play it yourself. I’ll bring the fiddle out to you—I don’t want you in here!”
The traveler then plays the second half of the tune. The old man is amazed and invites
him inside to play the tune again (Case 1864, 5-9).
“8th of January” is an American patriotic song commemorating Andrew
Jackson’s victory over the British in New Orleans (Leavenworth 2006). Major General
Jackson led a small army against 8,000 British troops on January 8, 1815 and
miraculously won the battle. News of the Treaty of Ghent, signed on December 24, 1814
to end the War of 1812, had not yet reached either army in New Orleans, and though the
battle was technically fought after the war, it provided a morale boost to a young United
States. It is unknown who wrote the tune that memorialized the historic battle, however,
several name variations of the tune are known, such as “The Battle of New Orleans” or
“Jackson’s Victory” (Library of Congress n.d.a). It was first recorded on February 14,
1928 by the Arkansas Barefoot Boys (Arkansas Barefoot Boys 1928).
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My primary reference recordings are from Bruce Molsky’s 1996 album, Lost Boy,
and transcriptions of both tunes can be viewed in Examples 6.15 and 6.16, respectively.
Both tunes primarily feature the fiddle and banjo, and a guitar is heard joining the melody
every now and then. In both tracks, the banjo is played with a clawhammer-style
strumming, keeping a consistent chordal groove while also weaving its way in and out of
the melody. Molsky plays drones on the D and A strings whenever possible for both
tunes. In “Arkansas Traveler,” nearly every subdivision is given a pulse or a stroke in the
bow (Molsky 1996b). He maintains the groove in “8th of January,” though he plays many
more long notes than in “Arkansas” (Molsky 1996a).
Both of these tunes are popular in many fiddling traditions, not just in the oldtime style of Appalachia. Bluegrassers are especially fond of these tunes and have
adapted them into their style. An old video of Bill Monroe & The Blue Grass Boys shows
the band playing “Arkansas Traveler” in a fast bluegrass style, with the fiddler using
smooth shuffle bows and the banjo player picking in Scruggs-style (Reilly 2007). A more
recent recording by Rhonda Vincent demonstrates the bluegrass version of “8th of
January” in which the members of her band take several breaks and improvise over the
melody with blues notes and syncopated rhythmic patterns (Vincent 2009). Since Scott
Vestal is one of the best banjo players in the business, I wanted to showcase his
musicianship by stripping my track down to a banjo and fiddle duet. With both tunes
having roots in old-time and bluegrass traditions, I thought it would be interesting to
demonstrate both styles. Vestal takes the first round of each melody, playing simply and
with only occasional instances of harmonic strumming popping out. When he
accompanies me, he transitions to the Scruggs-style picking he usually does for bluegrass
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recordings, adding some bassline motion to highlight the chord changes. I accompany
him with rhythmic double stops on my lower strings, highlighting the melody where it
fits well on my instrument, just as Molsky’s accompaniment did for him. I learned the
melodies from Molsky, so I performed the melody with a rhythmic bow and lots of
drones, just as he did. Together, Vestal and I blend both styles together.

Conclusion

Exploring the fiddling traditions of the British Isles and North America has
clarified the similarities and differences between each regional style. It is amazing how
closely related each tradition is, yet ach individual tradition has such a distinct sound.
Rolls, grace notes, and cuts are found in Irish, Scottish, and Cape Breton fiddling, though
the portion of the bow used and the amount of slurs versus separate bows are key
elements of playing each style authentically. Celtic tunes were brought over to America
by immigrants, and they became Americanized with less rhythmic swinging and more
improvisation. The heart of old-time fiddling lies in the constant subdivision in the bow,
while the subdivision in bluegrass music is dispersed among the whole ensemble. The
drones so commonly used in American fiddling can be traced back to Celtic piping, and
each style I discussed is minimal in vibrato usage. From Ireland to Cape Breton, the
fiddle’s tone became grittier. From Cape Bretoners in Boston to today’s bluegrassers, the
timbre has evolved back to a cleaner sound. The AABB format has remained popular
among each of these traditions, as has the practice of writing tunes with one section in the
lower register of the fiddle and another section in the upper register. Through centuries of
evolution, the core foundation of North American and Celtic fiddling has remained true
to its roots.
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Appendix
Example 6.1. “Pigeon on the Gate,” from James Goodman’s manuscripts (Trinity College
Dublin 2018)

Example 6.2. Transcription of Kevin Burke’s version of “Pigeon on the Gate”
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Example 6.3. Transcription of Hanneke Cassel’s version of “Pigeon on the Gate”

Example 6.4. Transcription of Buddy MacMaster’s version of “Pigeon on the Gate”
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Example 6.5. Transcription of Kevin Burke’s version of “Morrison’s Jig”

Example 6.6. “The Rights of Man,” from Middleton’s Selection of Strathspeys, Reels, &c.
for the Violin by Peter Milne (Milne ca. 1884)
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Example 6.7. Transcription of De Danann’s version of “The Rights of Man”

Example 6.8. “Niel Gow’s Wife,” from the Complete Repository of Old and New Scotch
Strathspeys, Reels & Jigs (Purdie 1805)
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Example 6.9. Transcription of Hanneke Cassel’s version of “Dusky Meadow”

Example 6.10. Transcription of Natalie MacMaster’s version of “Blackberry Blossom”
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Example 6.11. Standard melody for the bluegrass version of “Blackberry Blossom”

Example 6.12. Transcription of Kenny Baker’s version of “Wheel Hoss”
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Example 6.13. Transcription of Howdy Forrester’s version of “Wild Fiddler’s Rag”
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Example 6.14. Transcription of Mark O’Connor’s version of “Dreamer’s Waltz”

Example 6.15. Transcription of Bruce Molsky’s version of “Arkansas Traveler”
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Example 6.16. Transcription of Bruce Molsky’s version of “8th of January”
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